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Abstract— As the prevalence of producing devices equipped
with multiple interfaces, the idea to enhance network resource
usage by developing a multipath transmission control protocol
has recently captured great attention from many researchers.
Moreover, there is a considerable increase in user demand of
transmitting data over high speed and/or long delay networks.
Various algorithms have been proposed lately to improve the
performance of end-to-end connections in such environments.
However, most existing schemes belong to either loss-based
approach or delay-based approach, which have well-known
problems about fine-grained of load balancing achievement,
or fairness, respectively. In this paper, we propose a hybrid
multipath congestion control algorithm for high speed and/or
long delay networks, named MCompound. As a design extended
from Compound TCP, it can achieve high link utilization while
remains good fairness. The performance of the algorithm shown
in the simulation results is meliorated as compared to other
algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

For decades, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [1] has

been broadly used on the Internet for its reliability and fairness

on competing flows. Howbeit, as pointed out in [2], it under-

utilizes the network bandwidth over high speed and/or long

latency networks because of its congestion control algorithm.

Thus, many algorithms have been proposed to address this

issue. Based on the input of algorithm using to control

window size, they are classified into three main categories,

namely loss-based approach, delay-based approach, and hybrid

approach.

Loss-based approach uses packet loss as an indication of

network congestion to reduce its sending rate. According to

[3], it needs to be highly aggressive to achieve efficiency

requirement, resulting in its poor fairness. On the other hand,

delay-based approach uses queuing delay as a congestion

decision. This makes it effectively utilize network resources

while still achieves achieving good fairness. Nevertheless, it

is said to be too good in its fair share to compete with loss

based flows [4]. Therefore, to combine the advantages of

aforementioned kinds, a hybrid approach, called CTCP [3],

has been presented by Microsoft Research. CTCP proves that

it outperforms them in terms of efficiency, RTT fairness, and

TCP fairness. Moreover, it is already implemented in the latest

versions of Windows operating systems, e.g., Windows Server

2008, Windows 7, Windows 8.

Additionally, transmitting data over high speed and/or long

latency links via multiple interfaces will become a new trend

in the next few years. This leads to some recent proposals for

multipath congestion control protocol.

Inspired by the idea to help users with multi-interface

devices can take advantage of extra network resources, Ford

et al. have proposed MPTCP [5]. It efficiently increases the

throughput and robustness of applications by creating a TCP

sub-flow for each interface and allowing them to transmit data

simultaneously. Even so, MPTCP cannot work well in high

speed and/or long latency networks. Hence, MPCubic [6], an

extension of TCP Cubic [7], has been proposed lately. Even

though Cubic can attain high throughput and fairness indepen-

dent of RTT, it is said to aggressively enlarge its window size,

inflating queue and bloating RTT [8]. Consequently, MPCubic

is inherited these strong points and weak points from Cubic.

Another algorithm, by contrast, is MPFAST [9], originated

from FAST TCP [10]. MPFAST is known to work well as a

fine-grained load balancing in high speed and/or long latency

networks, yet it may drastically suffer throughput degradation

when competing with loss-based flows due to fair sharing

property of delay-based scheme [11].

In this paper, we propose a hybrid multipath congestion

control protocol for high speed and/or long latency networks,

named MCompound. Based on CTCP, we follow three design

goals of multipath TCP congestion control, which are fairness,

load balancing, and efficiency, to develop MCompound. The

performance of the algorithm shown in simulation results is

meliorated as compared to algorithms mentioned before.

The rest of paper is structured as follows. Section II is a

brief express of some related works. Then, we describe details

of MCompound design in Section III. Simulation results are
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discussed in Section IV and a brief conclusion is in Section

V.

II. RELATED WORK

In an attempt to exploit path diversity, many multipath

TCP variants have been proposed and demonstrated their

pretty good performance on transmitting data over the net-

works. However, existing protocols are considered inefficient

in high speed and/or long delay environments or inaccurate in

estimating congestion information. These protocols use two

kinds of approaches for TCP congestion control which are

loss-based approach and delay-based approach. With loss-

based approach, TCP source increases its sending rate until

a packet loss happens due to a fully bottleneck link buffer.

This packet loss provides an implicit evidence for conges-

tion signal. To be evaluated more quickly than loss-based

approach in detecting congestion, delay-based leans on the

sudden increase of end-to-end delay as a sign of congestion

signal. Therefore, congestion can be detected sooner, before

packet loss occurs. However, when being deployed in the

same link, the presence of aggressive loss-based flows can

completely fill queue buffers at network link, and significantly

deteriorate throughput of delay-based flows [11]. We abridge

some protocols below.

The design of MPTCP with opportunistic linked increase

algorithm (OLIA) [12] can solve the problem of the linked

increase algorithm (LIA) of MPTCP. That is it is impossible

to increase throughput of upgraded MPTCP users without

decreasing throughput of others, or without increasing the

congestion cost. MPTCP, however, is originated from TCP

Reno which will eventually become a performance bottleneck

itself in the environment that as bandwidth delay product

continues to grow. That is the reason contributes to a poor

performance of MPTCP in high speed and/or long delay

networks.

A delay-based solution, named MPFAST [9], which can

estimate more accurately than loss probability, has recently

been proposed for multipath congestion control schemes in

high speed and/or long delay networks. The reasons are two-

fold, firstly, packet loss rarely happens in such networks under

TCP Reno and its variants, and secondly, loss samples provide

coarser information than queuing delay samples. Notwith-

standing, MPFAST is not competitive to loss-based approaches

in the same link [13].

Before MPFAST, MPCubic [6] has been developed for

transmitting data over large bandwidth delay product. There-

fore, it effectively utilizes the network resources. Howbeit,

MPCubic is a loss-based approach, which leads to the result

of grabbing throughput of other protocols existing in that path.

III. DESIGN OF MULTIPATH COMPOUND TCP

A. Design of single-path CTCP

In this section, we briefly summarize the CTCP algorithm

for single-path transmission. Consider a source i of single-

path CTCP [3] adjusts its window size wi periodically as

followings. It is a sum of a regular TCP loss-based window
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Fig. 1. The evolution of CTCP window.

wic and a scalable delay window wid. wic is increased by one

every RTT, wid is increased in such that the total window wi

at that RTT follows wi = wi−1 + αwi in absence of packet

losses; when there is a loss, wi reduces as wi = wi−1 (1− β).
Fig. 1 illustrates three-phase evolution of a single-path CTCP

window.

After experiencing a loss event and decreasing window size,

during time A to B, the queue has been drained so the window

increases as

dwi

dt
=

αwi
k

R
=⇒ wi

1−k

1− k
=

αt

Ri
. (1)

Thus, we have the interval of phase 1 calculated as

TiAB =
Ri

α(1− k)

[
wi0

1−k − (1− β)
1−k

wi
1−k

]
. (2)

And the number of transmitted packets during phase 1 is:

NiAB =

∫ tiB

tiA

wi

Ri
dt

=
1

α(2− k)

[
wi0

2−k − (1− β)
2−k

wi
2−k

]
. (3)

When the amount of backlogged data is larger than a

threshold γ (usually set to 30, [3]), the sender now switches

to phase 2. In this phase, wic continues to grow while wid

reduces gracefully so the window remains stable around wi0.

Then, we have the number of transmitted packets during phase

2 is NiBC = w0TiBC .

At time C, wid drops to zero, wi = wic. And just like regular

TCP, window increases linearly in phase 3 as following:

dwi

dt
=

1

wi
(1− pi). (4)

Hence, we get the average throughput ∧̄i =
√

2/pi/Ri. And

the number of transmitted packets in this phase is NiCD =
1
2

(
w2

i − w2
i0

)
.

Thus we have the total packets sent from time D to F is

Yi = NiAB +NiBC +NiCD ≈ 1/pi. And the throughput is

∧i =
1/pi

Ri (TiAB + TiBC + TiCD)
. (5)

.
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With consideration that loss rate is quite high compared to

link speed so that the throughput is limited by packet loss ratio

[3], we have 1
α(2−k)

[
wi

2−k − (1− β)
2−k

wi
2−k

]
= 1/pi.

Hence, we have the average throughput in this case as

∧̄i =
1

α
1

2−k

[
1− (1− β)

1−k
]
[
1− (1− β)

2−k

2− k

] 1−k
2−k

1

R̄ip̄
1

2−k

i

.

(6)

CTCP parameters α, k, and β determine aggressiveness of

CTCP (α = 0.125, k = 0.75, β = 0.5, as suggested in [3]), Ri

is the round-trip time measured at source i. And R̄i and p̄i
denote the average values of Ri(t), and pi(t), respectively.

B. Design of Multipath CTCP

In this section, we propose a multipath version of single-

path CTCP. Design of MCompound is started from the single-

path model also with three phases as follows. Please note that,

decrease phase remains untouchable, and the CTCP window

keeps stable in phase 2 in the increase phase, thus we only

focus on phase 1 and phase 3. Let us denote r is a sub-flow

of MCompound which sends its data packets on path r.

Phase 1: MCompound’s congestion control algorithm of

source s adapts periodically the window ws,r on path r in

this phase according to:

dws,r

dt
=

αws,r
k

Rs,r
θ1s,r. (7)

where θ1s,r ∈ [0, 1] (note that
∑

r θ1s,r = 1) denotes the

weight of source s on path r. Let us define N to be the number

of sub-flows (i.e., paths) of a MCompound connection. The

average throughput of sub-flow r of source s is calculated as

similarly as the average throughput of single-path CTCP

∧̄s,r =
1

α
1

2−k

[
1− (1− β)

1−k
]
[
1− (1− β)

2−k

2− k

] 1−k
2−k

.

θ̄
1

2−k

1s,r

R̄s,rp̄
1

2−k
s,r

. (8)

We now get

p̄s,r =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

1

α
1

2−k [1−(1−β)1−k]

[
1−(1−β)2−k

2−k

] 1−k
2−k

∧̄s,rR̄s,r

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
2−k

θ̄1s,r.

(9)

With θ̄1s,r indicates the aggressiveness level of MCompound

window growth so that it can share bandwidth fairly with a

single-path CTCP since MCompound sub-flows compete with

a CTCP flow at a common bottleneck. To satisfy fairness goal,

the average total throughput of source s should equal to that

of a regular CTCP flow. Thus, we have:

N∑
r=1

∧̄s,r = ∧̄i

=
1

α
1

2−k

[
1− (1− β)

1−k
]
[
1− (1− β)

2−k

2− k

] 1−k
2−k

.

.
1

R̄ip̄
1

2−k

i

. (10)

We assume that they are competing in a single bottleneck,

so that they suffer the same packet loss probability. By

substituting (9) into (10), then (10) becomes

N∑
r=1

∧̄s,r =
1

α
1

2−k

[
1− (1− β)

1−k
]
[
1− (1− β)

2−k

2− k

] 1−k
2−k

1

R̄i
.

.
∧̄s,rR̄s,r

1

α
1

2−k [1−(1−β)1−k]

[
1−(1−β)2−k

2−k

] 1−k
2−k

θ̄
1

2−k

1s,r

. (11)

To determine θ̄1s,r, we consider all paths experienced the same

RTT. Hence, we have

N∑
r=1

∧̄s,r =
∧̄r

θ̄
1

2−k

1s,r

(12)

=⇒ θ̄1s,r =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝ ∧̄s,r

N∑
r=1

∧̄s,r

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

2−k

, (13)

where θ̄1s,r, R̄s,r denote the average values of θ1s,r(t), and

Rs,r(t), respectively.

Phase 3: Similar to the single-path CTCP algorithm ex-

pressed above, we have the average throughput in this phase

calculated as ∧̄s,r =

√
2/ps,r θ̄2s,r

Rs,r
. And the total throughput of

source s is

N∑
r=1

∧̄s,r =

√
2/pi
Ri

(14)

with the same assumption as phase 1.

Hence, we now get

θ̄2s,r =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝ ∧̄s,r

N∑
r=1

∧̄s,r

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

2

. (15)

The sub-flow on path r changes its window size described

by the pseudo-code of MCompound shown in Algorithm 1.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

So as to evaluate the performance of the introduced MCom-

pound, several scenarios shown in Fig. 2 are run on NS2 [14]
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Algorithm 1 Multipath CTCP Algorithm for the sender on

path r.

Initialization: total rate ← 0, limi[r] ← 0, θ̄1[r] ← 1,

θ̄2[r]← 1, θ̄2[r]← 1, inc[r]← 0
On receipt of each update every RTT of a sub-flow r:
/* cwnd, dwnd is the loss-based window, and delay-based

window, respectively */

limi[r]← limi[r] + θ̄2[r];
if (limi[r] ≥ 1) then

snd cwnd cnt[r] + +;

limi[r]← 0;

end if
if (snd cwnd cnt[r] ≥ snd cwnd[r]) then

inc[r]← 1;

snd cwnd cnt[r]← 0;

end if
if (inc[r]&snd cwnd[r] < snd cwnd clamp[r]) then

cwnd[r] + +;

end if
if (diff [r] < θ̄3[r] ∗ γ) then

dwnd[r]← α ∗W [r]k ∗ θ̄1[r];
dwnd[r]+ = dwnd[r];

end if
dwnd[r] = dwnd[r];

W [r] = cwnd[r] + dwnd[r];
Adjust theta():

Calc theta();

/* Calculate smoothed rate for each sub-flow */

rate[r] = 0.875 ∗ rate[r] + 0.125 ∗W [r]/rtt[r];
total rate+ = rate[r];
/* Calculate θ̄1[r], θ̄2[r], θ̄3[r] for each sub-flow */

Calc theta():
θ̄1[r] = pow(rate/total rate, 2− k);
θ̄2[r] = pow(rate/total rate, 2);
θ̄3[r] = rate/total rate;

with the selective acknowledgment 1 (SACK1) option, a 1448-

byte data packet and router buffer size of BDP. Our simula-

tions are divided into three parts, including: load balancing,

efficiency, and fairness. In all simulations, the samples of data

rate are taken every 0.5 seconds.

A. Load Balancing

In order to know how well the MCompound balances

congestion in networks, we consider the topology in Fig. 2(a)

with propagation delay is 64ms. Specifically, two MCompound

sub-flows and a regular CTCP on link 1 concurrently start at

0s. Next, two regular CTCP flows come up on link 2, and

link 3, respectively, at 70s. All flows stop at 300s. Fig. 3

shows that MCompound can quickly shift traffic away from

link 2 and link 3 which are more congested than link 1.

Firstly, sub-flow 1 and sub-flow 2 drastically increased and

reach their average rate at about 161.4Mbps, and 124.61Mbps

respectively. As a result, MCompound obtains its average

optimal rate of 286Mbps. And when 2 regular CTCP flows
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Fig. 2. Simulation topologies.
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Fig. 3. MCompound adjusts sub-flow’s rate to cope with network conges-
tions.

begin to run, link 2 and link 3 become more congested,

MCompound instantaneously moves its traffic to link 1. This

leads to approximate 30Mbps increase in average rate of sub-

flow 1, and 58.74Mbps decrease in that of sub-flow 2.

MCompound proves its effectiveness through balancing

congestion in networks by adjusting reasonably sub-flows rate

according to the environment that exists congestion or not.

B. Efficiency

This section substantiates MCompound efficiency ameliora-

tion in comparison with MPTCP. Scenario shown in Fig. 2(b)

is a symmetric scenario where each sub-flow is at a distinct

bottleneck with 200Mbps link capacity and 40ms propagation

delay. Fig. 4 compares the throughput of MCompound and

MPTCP during time simulation. It can be clearly seen that

MCompound utilizes the network bandwidth more efficiently

than MPTCP. As expected, after a swift increase, MCompound

throughput peaks well over 380Mbps, and remains steady for

nearly 400s. It then slightly drops to about 320Mbps until at

which point the figures rapidly increases and reaches its peak

throughput. In contrast, MPTCP throughput sluggishly climbs

to the value that network paths are used effectively. In spite

of its effort to stay constant for about 80s, less than 5 times
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Fig. 4. Efficiency melioration of MCompound compared to MPTCP.
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Fig. 5. MCompound fairly shares with regular CTCP at a common bottleneck.

compared to MCompound, it reduces dramatically to around

250Mbps, then slowly goes up to attain the target throughput.

Overall, this result implies that MCompound can be made

to utilize the available transmission capacity much better than

MPTCP.

C. Fairness to single-path CTCP

Finally, this topology aims to test the intra-fairness of

MCompound. It can be seen in Fig. 2(b) that two MCompound

sub-flows compete with a regular Compound at a common

bottleneck with link capacity of 100Mbps and propagation

delay of 64ms. Fig. 5 plots the competition result between

them. Over the entire period shown, the total rate of MP-

Compound is almost double of the sub-flow, and there is a

slight oscillation in window size of two sub-flows due to the

RTT oscillation. As a result, MCompound total rate is similar

to that of single path CTCP. In summation, MPCompound is

a good fairness multipath transport protocol for high speed

and/or long latency because it satisfies the requirement that

fairly shares the network resource with a CTCP flow.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Coming from the idea to help users transmit data over

high speed and/or long delay networks through multiple paths,

we propose a hybrid multipath transport protocol, named

MCompound. As the name indicates, it is based on Com-

pound TCP which inherits the advantages from loss-based

schemes and delay-based schemes. Through simulation results,

MCompound proves that it can meliorate the utilization of

available network bandwidth, alleviate network congestion

while preserving a good fairness to other flows.
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